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Overview

Overview
Many online retailers face the following challenges:


Shoppers who struggle amidst a sea of content to identify the most valuable, accurate, and
easily digestible pieces of information on a page



The demand to make the most relevant and easily digestible information readily available



Incomplete or confusing product descriptions and manufacturer content



A need to bring relevant content to the forefront

The Bazaarvoice Photo Reviews and Video Reviews features help to address these and similar
challenges by allowing your users to upload their own images and videos, respectively, as part of
their product reviews. Specifically, these features provide the following opportunities:




For your customers:
o

Express their experiences in pictures and video format

o

Complement their written content with images and videos

o

Add a face and a bit of personality to a piece of content

o

Assist other customers by showing them products in real-life scenarios

For you:
o

Provide your own images to supplement product descriptions and manufacturer images

o

Produce your own staff videos to embed in staff content

o

Leverage your customers’ images and videos as marketing collateral that you can
proliferate in offline or other online channels

The remainder of this document describes the Photo Reviews and Video Reviews features in greater
detail.

Photo Reviews
Each Bazaarvoice product supports its own number of photos and captions that can be submitted
per user per product, as follows:
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Ratings & Reviews – Two photos and captions
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Ask & Answer – Six photos and captions



Stories – Six photos and captions

Bazaarvoice moderates photos and captions for appropriateness unless otherwise noted.
Objectionable images are rejected.

Display
Submitted customer photos are presented as scaled-down thumbnail images, as the following
image shows.

When a user clicks a thumbnail, the image opens in a popup window and scales to a size that, while
larger than the thumbnail, never features an edge greater than 400 pixels. If every side of the
original image is less than 400 pixels, the image opens as its regular size when clicked.
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Photo Reviews
If a submitter has included a moderator-approved caption with an image, the caption appears with
the larger image, as shown by following image.

A user can click anywhere within a larger image to close it.

User Page-Load Impact
Bazaarvoice implements the following strategies to minimize the impact to your page-load times:


Users cannot upload images larger than 2 MB. If a user attempts to upload an image larger
than 2 MB, he or she receives a message that explains the cap on image size. Most images
that users submit are considerably smaller than 2 MB.



After an image is uploaded, Bazaarvoice converts it into JPG format to reduce its size.



If a user uploads a large image, Bazaarvoice scales it down so that no edge is larger than 400
pixels. The maximum dimensions of a supported image are 400 x 400 pixels.

For a typical page of content, the combined size of thumbnails and full-size images lies between 70
KB and 100 KB.
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Submission
The following image shows a Photo upload element on an example Submission page.

This element is an optional one that, as such, cannot be made required. The Photo upload element
can be used to submit an image up to 2 MB in size in any of the following formats:


BMP



PNG



GIF



JPG

All BMP, PNG, and GIF images are converted to JPG format and scaled down so that no edge is
larger than 400 pixels.
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Photo Reviews

Submission Process
Typically, a user performs the following steps to upload a photo:
1. Identifies the Photo Upload section.
The following image shows a Photo upload section on an example Submission page.

2. Browses for and uploads the appropriate image.
The following image shows example Browse and Upload buttons that allow the user to
locate and upload an image.
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3. Optional: Performs additional steps, such as adding a caption, submitting a second image,
or removing the first image.
The image on the following page shows the UI elements that allow a user to associate a
caption with an uploaded image, remove an uploaded image, or upload another image.

The following image shows an example message informing a user that he or she has
exceeded the product-specific limit on the number of photos that can be submitted per user
per product.

Submission Guidelines
By default, your users are presented with the following submission guidelines:


Images must be in BMP, PNG, GIF or JPEG formats



File size must be 2 MB or less



If you are not the copyright holder, you may not submit copyrighted images
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Objectionable images will be rejected



Uploaded images become the property of [client name]

Reporting
If you enable the Photo Reviews feature, the Bazaarvoice Analyst Reports automatically include the
following usage statistics:


By brand report – Appears under the Number of Products with Images Uploaded column



By category report – Appears under the Number of Product with Images Uploaded
column



By product report – Appears under the Number of Images Uploaded column

Video Reviews
Bazaarvoice offers the ability to let users associate videos with their questions, answers, reviews, and
stories by using either of the following options:


Linking to a video-sharing site like YouTube or Google. If you enable this option, your
customers can attach a video link to any of their submitted content. With this option,
Bazaarvoice moderates all submitted content, including video caption text, for
appropriateness.



Uploading their video content directly within your site. If you enable this Hosted Video
option, your customers can associate a video directly with their submitted content. With this
option, Bazaarvoice hosts the video and moderates all submitted content for
appropriateness.

Although the video-sharing and video-hosting options display their respective videos in different
players and utilize different submission processes, they share the following features:
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Users can associate up to 150 characters of moderated caption text with their videos.



A customizable Video Guidelines button that, when clicked, reveals a hidden <div>
element that presents users with the following submission guidelines:
o

Make sure your video is related to the product.

o

Try to submit videos of you using the product.

o

Inappropriate videos will be rejected, along with your content.

o

If you are not the copyright holder, you may not submit copyrighted videos.
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Like the button itself, the submission guidelines are customizable. A user can hide the guidelines by
clicking the button or anywhere within the <div> element.


After a user submits a video, he or she can verify the content on the Preview page, as shown
by the image on the following page. If a video is embedded, the video plays directly inline
on the Preview page to show how the content will appear on the site. Because the Preview
page strives to portray reality, especially if you have requested a resizing of submitted video,
the embedded video is resized to the dimensions with which it will be shown on the content
display.



Embedded videos result in a minimal page-load impact.



For customers who do not require the full text of a review, a feature called Ratings Only
Reviews can be enabled to encourage the submission of well-written, high-value reviews.
When this feature is enabled and a user does not submit enough text for the review to
provide value, the review is collapsed automatically to a ratings-only review, regardless of
whether a video was submitted with it. If you request an override of this default behavior,
short reviews can appear as full-sized reviews that display the associated video.



To enhance the value of submitted videos and to keep customers on the buying path, any
video that is longer than a specified length is rejected. The default cutoff length, which can
be extended at your request, is five minutes. The rejection of long and distracting videos
prevents them from counting against your monthly allotted video-moderation minutes, a
practice that helps to keep your costs reasonable.
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Video Reviews


As is the case with all user-facing text, such text as the section header and helper text can be
customized.

The following sections describe the differences between the display features and submission
processes associated with the video-sharing and video-hosting options.

Display
The display appearance of a user-submitted video depends on whether the video resides on a videosharing site or your own site.

12
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Linking to a Video-Sharing Site
Customer videos that are submitted through a video-sharing site are embedded in the Bazaarvoice
display and presented in an optimal size relative to the width of the surrounding page. The default
size of a embedded video is 400 pixels wide by 326 pixels tall, but this size can be configured for
each type of display. The following image shows an embedded video that has been resized to fit a
customer’s page.

Uploading Video Directly to Your Site
If users upload video directly to your site, the following display styles are available:


A thumbnail image that, when clicked, opens a modal window that plays the video and
displays its customer-provided caption
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An inline media player that is embedded directly within the review

The following image shows an example thumbnail image that indicates a customer has included a
video review.
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When the image is clicked, a modal window opens and plays the associated video, as shown by the
following image.

Regardless of the display style, submitted videos are played within a non-branded video player that
is included on your site. This approach provides the following benefits:


Does not require a link from your site to a third-party provider



Does not distract your customers from your branding efforts

The following table identifies the platform-specific browsers and versions of Flash that end users
need to view the video player.
Component

Windows

Mac

Browser

Chrome 2.0

Chrome 2.0
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Component

Windows

Mac

FireFox 3.0.1 or later

FireFox 3.0.1 or later

Internet Explorer 6 SP1

Safari 3.2.1 or later

Internet Explorer 7

Safari 4 or later

Internet Explorer 8
Safari 3.2.2 or later
Safari 4 or later

Flash

Flash Player 9 version 9.0.28 or later

Flash Player 9 version 9.0.28 or later

Flash Player 10 version 10.0.22.87 or
later

Flash Player 10 version 10.0.22.87 or
later

Users with unsupported browsers and versions of Flash are prompted with a link to upgrade to a
supported version.
The aspect ratio of the player is configurable at implementation time.
For information about submission-related requirements, see “Uploading Video Directly to Your Site”
on page 18.

Submission
The manner in which a user submits a video depends on whether the video resides on a videosharing site or your own site.
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Linking to a Video-Sharing Site
If your users can link to a video-sharing site like YouTube or Google, the video-submission module
appears as a new area that typically resides below the photo-submission module on the appropriate
submission form. The submission form expects the user to enter a URL in the appropriate text box, as
the following image shows.

When a user mouses over a submission link, such as the YouTube link in the previous image,
instructions show how to copy a URL such as http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SC6BhvjUWts
and paste it into the appropriate location. The following image provides an example of this type of
instructional text.

The submitted URL is used to construct the appropriate <embed> code. If a user pastes YouTube or
Google <embed> code instead of a URL into the Video URL text box, the submission form recognizes
the code and embeds the video.
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Uploading Video Directly to Your Site
If you choose to implement the Hosted Video feature, the option to link to a YouTube or Google
video is disabled. The following image shows an example Submission page that features fileuploading and caption-specifying elements instead of an element that lets customers specify a link to
a video-sharing site.
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Your review pages continue to display previously approved videos that are hosted by YouTube or
Google. The following table identifies the submission-related requirements and restrictions
associated with the Hosted Video feature.
Property

File formats

Maximum size and duration

Requirement


3GP/3G2



ASF



AVI



DV



FLV



MOV



MP4/F4V



MPEG/MPG



QT



WMV

200 MB and five minutes

For information about display-related requirements for end users, see “Uploading Video Directly to
Your Site” on page 13.

Reporting
If you enable the Video Reviews feature, the Bazaarvoice Analyst Reports automatically include the
following usage statistics:


By brand report – Appears under the Number of Uploaded Videos column



By category report – Appears under the Number of Uploaded Videos column



By product report – Appears under the Number of Uploaded Videos column



Ratings & Reviews reports – Appears under the Video URL column



Ask & Answer reports – Appears under the Video URL column



Stories reports – Appears under the Video URL column
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Photo & Video Display on Search Landing Pages and User Profile Pages


Net Promoter reports – Appears under the Video URL column

Photo & Video Display on Search
Landing Pages and User Profile Pages
Uploaded photos and embedded videos on search landing pages (SLPs) and User Profile pages
inherit the placement and style of their counterparts on your site.

Questions and Feedback
Send us your questions or feedback regarding our products, product features, or documentation via
the Feedback forum on Spark.
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